The formula gives, for the asymptote of the curve of the lead: 2.32 ·10 12 n s -1 kW -1
This value is valid for semiinfinite slabs and at high energies: we have to correct in real cases. Pb slab 2 cm long, 5cm x 5cm large
Thickness (X/X

Optimizing the direction of the neutron beam Optimizing the direction of the neutron beam--line line
Goal:
Goal: choose a direction of the neutron beam choose a direction of the neutron beam--line line that maximize the ratio that maximize the ratio n yield /γ yield, taking into account the isotropy of the neutron taking into account the isotropy of the neutron production and the typical shape of the production and the typical shape of the bremsstrahlung bremsstrahlung ummarizing:
We increase the source strength of ~ 40 % passing from 90°to 115°-the neutron contamination not coming from the photo-neutron source remain at the level of 2-3 % at 115°
Passing from 95.5°to 105°we increase the source strength of ~ 16%
Conclusions Conclusions
A new neutron room dedicated to the experimental program A new neutron room dedicated to the experimental program of of nELBE nELBE will be built at FZD in the next years will be built at FZD in the next years
The larger dimensions and the better experimental condition The larger dimensions and the better experimental conditions s will allow us to perform measurements less affected by back will allow us to perform measurements less affected by background ground
Moving the orientation of the photo Moving the orientation of the photo--neutron beam neutron beam--line at an line at an appropriate angle with respect to the electron beam appropriate angle with respect to the electron beam--line would result line would result in a sizeable enhancement of the ratio in a sizeable enhancement of the ratio n yield /γ yield
Spares Spares
Neutron spectra at the entrance of the collimator, where neutrons are considered in a very large angle around the axis of the collimator (phi=3.5°, to be compared with the angle of 0.112°, that allows a particle entering the collimator to exit without collisions)
The bins in the fig. are centered at the polar angles 95°(red), 105°(blue), 115°(light blue) and 120°(green) and have an opening angle (phi radius) of 3.5°.
